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The Ravenna Campus of the Department of Juridical Sciences of the University of Bologna (Italy)

has been very active, in the past years, in the organisation of Summer Schools dedicated to issues of

International, European and Comparative law.

In this context, since 2019, Prof. Michele Angelo Lupoi has started a Program on Cross-Border

Disputes, dedicated to the organization of summer schools, conferences, webinars on issues of

transnational civil litigation.

As a matter of fact, the relevance of cross-border civil litigation is growing. 

The diffusion of world-wide online activities and the globalisation of economic and financial

activities lead to the spreading of transnational disputes, which involve issues of jurisdiction,

private international law, available remedies, harmonisation of procedural rules.

It is therefore fundamental, for both law students and law practitioners, to become accustomed

with this dimension. 

In particular, the following Summer Schools have so far been organized in Ravenna:

 July 2019: “Transnational tort litigation: jurisdiction and remedies”

 July 2021: “Transnational jurisdiction: current issues in civil and commercial matters” 

September 2021: “Cross-border insolvency”

July 2022: "Trasnational litigation: between substance and procedure"

July 2023: “Cross-border litigation and international arbitration“

In September 2022, a newsletter called "Transnational litigation pills" was created on Linkedin. 

It has been conceived as a virtual companion to the Summer School on transnational litigation. It

has the aim to let jurists share, all through the year, their views about the topics to which the

Summer School is dedicated, in order to spread information, start discussions, share opinions,

expand the network of Private International Law and Cross-Border Litigation enthusiasts.

The call for contributions is always open. 

It is possible to read the newsletter editions and to subscribe to it at this link:

https://www.linkedin.com/newsletters/6963604527434354688/

It is also possible to follow news, activities and information about the Summer School on

transnational litigation on its social media:

Introducing the Summer School
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Instagram @unibo_transnationallitigation

Linkedin Ravenna Summer School on Transnational Litigation - University of Bologna

https://www.linkedin.com/newsletters/6963604527434354688/
https://www.instagram.com/unibo_transnationallitigation/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ravenna-summer-school-on-transnational-litigation-university-of-bologna/?viewAsMember=true


Main information

In 2024, on 15-20 July, the Summer School on “Cross-border litigation and international arbitration”

will take place.

This year’s program looks at cross-border litigation from a wider perspective, embracing

transnational civil and commercial legal matters as well as international arbitration.

While at the core of the program still lies the European space of justice, with its private and

procedural international law regulations, the comparative and international perspectives are

strengthened, with several lecturers from Third States. 

As usual, the approach is both theoretical and practical: as a matter of fact, lectures alternate with

workshops which will involve the participants in the solution of cases and problems.

The Faculty of the Summer School is composed of experts from different jurisdictions with very

diverse professional backgrounds. 

The Summer School is aimed at law students as well as law graduates and law practitioners who

want to obtain a specialised knowledge in the increasingly relevant area of transnational civil law. 

The lectures will be held in a blended way, both in person and online.

The program of the Summer School may be downloaded from the official website at

https://site.unibo.it/transnational-litigation/en/program.

Registrations are open and applicants can register through the procedure described at

https://site.unibo.it/transnational-litigation/en/fees-and-forms. 

It is possible to register until 30 June 2024. The registration fee is 300,00 €.

Until 9 June 2024 (23.59 CET) those who are entitled to apply to the call for papers can send their

applications to try to attend the Summer School free of charge (cfr. page 3). 

Early bird registration: the first ten applications to participate will receive a free copy of the book

European judicial cooperation in cross-border litigation, edited by Paolo Biavati and Michele Angelo

Lupoi, published by Bologna University Press in 2024. First come, first served! The complimentary

copy of the book will be granted upon confirmation of payment of the registration fee. 

For information on the project, please contact the Director, Prof. Michele Angelo Lupoi, at

micheleangelo.lupoi@unibo.it; if you need specific information to participate or after the

application, please address your e-mail to the Tutor, Michele Sacco, at michele.sacco5@unibo.it;

speakers are kindly invited to refer only to the Scientific Coordinator, Dott.ssa Francesca Albi, at

francesca.albi@unibo.it.

The Ravenna Bar Association will grant 20 formative credits to Italian lawyers who participate in

the Summer School. This will be indicated in the certicate of participation. 

A certificate of attendance will be released to every participant at the end of the Summer School. 
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ProJuRes - Promoting Junior Researchers in transnational litigation is a dynamic space within the

Ravenna Summer School founded in 2024, which is dedicated to young jurists who are interested in

transnational litigation.

Whilst it is a satellite of the Summer School, ProJuRes is active the whole year round.

ProJuRes

Promoting Junior Researchers in transnational litigation
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ProJuRes aims to:

promote junior researchers and scholars who are interested in transnational litigation and

other topics which the Ravenna Summer School is dedicated to;

allow junior researchers and scholars to express their points of view in the international

context of the Ravenna Summer School, giving them the possibility to publish papers, lecture or

conduct webinars;

facilitate the debate on transnational litigation-related matters between different generations of

legal scholars, students and practicioners.

ProJuRes initiatives include: 

a call for presentations (deadline: 29 February 2024, 23.59 CET) thanks to which Davide

Castagno, Anastasia Kalantzi and Olga Słomińska will lecture in this edition of the program;

a call for papers to participate for free in the Summer School (deadline: 9 June 2024, 23.59 CET);

a call for contributions to the Linkedin newsletter “Transnational litigation pills”;

cycles of warming-up webinars to the Summer School.

Please, contact the Scientific Coordinator, Francesca Albi, at francesca.albi@unibo.it for any kind of

information or in case you would like to take part in a ProJuRes initiative.

For further information, visit https://site.unibo.it/transnational-litigation/en/projures.

https://site.unibo.it/transnational-litigation/en/projures


Partnerships

The University of Bologna | Ravenna Summer School on transnational litigation collaborates with

several entities which are active in the field of law and/or promote research.
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Partners

Organisational support

Fondazione Flaminia - Per l’università in Romagna

https://www.fondazioneflaminia.it/

segreteria@fondazioneflaminia.it

The Netherlands India Chamber of Commerce & Trade

https://www.nicct.nl/ ; nicct@nicct.nl

Faculty of Law and Administration

of the Jagiellonian University

https://www.wpia.uj.edu.pl/

wpia@uj.edu.pl

Azerbaijan Arbitration Association

https://www.azerbaijanarbitration.org/

contact@azerbaijanarbitration.org

Fondazione Bologna University Press

https://www.buponline.com/

ordini@buponline.com

Camera degli Avvocati Internazionalisti

https://www.camerainternazionale.org/en/home

info@camerainternazionale.org

Paragon Advocacy

https://www.paragon-advocacy.com/

office@paragon-advocacy.com

Squire Patton Boggs

https://www.squirepattonboggs.com/en

Ordine degli Avvocati di Ravenna

https://www.ordineavvocatiravenna.it/ ; segreteria@ordineavvocatiravenna.it

https://www.fondazioneflaminia.it/
mailto:segreteria@fondazioneflaminia.it
https://www.nicct.nl/
mailto:nicct@nicct.nl
https://wpia.uj.edu.pl/
mailto:wpia@uj.edu.pl
https://www.azerbaijanarbitration.org/
mailto:contact@azerbaijanarbitration.org
https://buponline.com/
mailto:ordini@buponline.com
https://www.camerainternazionale.org/en/home
mailto:info@camerainternazionale.org
https://www.paragon-advocacy.com/
mailto:office@paragon-advocacy.com
https://www.squirepattonboggs.com/en
https://www.ordineavvocatiravenna.it/
mailto:segreteria@ordineavvocatiravenna.it


Speakers and lectures

Apostolos Anthimos

.eu ADR domain dispute resolution

Sports arbitration and the 1958 New York

Convention

Davide Castagno

Strategic Lawsuits Against Public Participation

(SLAPPs) and Forum Shopping in the Digital

and Social Media Era. A comparison between

the US and the EU

Strategic Lawsuits Against Public Participation

(SLAPPs) and Forum Shopping in the Digital

and Social Media Era. A comparison between

the US and the EU: a case study

Giovanni Chiapponi

Workshop: Jurisdiction, recognition and

enforcement of decisions in case of a choice of

court agreeement concluded under a special

convention in breach of the Brussels I bis

regulation

Elena D’Alessandro

Cross-Border Claims to Nazi-Looted Art: 

A Legal Case Study

Marco Farina

Commercial debts collection in the EU

Francesca Ferrari

Cross-border patent litigation: the first year of the

European Patent Court

Pietro Franzina

Suing corporations over failures to meet human

rights due diligence requirements: does

jurisdiction matter?

Fighting fake news in court: some key issues in

cross-border cases

Paola Giacalone

EU small claims proceedings: yesterday, today and

tomorrow

Valeria Giugliano

When Private International Law meets Intellectual

Property Law

Albert Henke

Collective redress in competition law disputes
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Anastasia Kalantzi

The unification of procedural law in the EU: res

judicata

The unification of procedural law in the EU: res

judicata. A case study

Michele Angelo Lupoi 

Recasting the recast: which way forward for

the Brussels I bis Regulation?

In or out? The defendant's domicile and the

Brussels I bis system

Ilaria Pretelli

Recognition of judicial decisions: a comparison

between the EU system, the Lugano convention

and some bilateral conventions

Interim and provisional rem edies in European

and conventional private international law 

Olga Słomińska

Is arbitration the best legal solution for

disputes in cross-border M&A transactions?

Is arbitration the best legal solution for

disputes in cross-border M&A transactions? A

case study

Maja Stanivuković

The appointment of arbitrators in international

arbitration based on case studies

Marco Torsello

The law applicable to the merits in  arbitration

The seat of the arbitration in international

arbitration

The recognition and enforcement of foreign

arbitral awards

Anna Wysocka-Bar 

Carriage of Goods by Road – Interaction between

uniform law and EU private international law

Roundtable: The role of the new International

Commercial Courts in cross-border litigation

Letizia Ceccarelli

Alberto Malatesta (Chair)

Edith Nordmann

Edoardo Piermattei

Andrea Spada Jimenez

Salvatore Domeni co Zannino



Apostolos Anthimos is attorney at law, Thessaloniki Bar; working languages: English, German, Spanish,

Greek. Ph.D. in International Civil Litigation (Aristotle University Thessaloniki); two masters of Laws from

the University of Hanover and Thessaloniki. Four monographs on Civil Procedure and Conflict of Laws; co-

editor and main author of the volume ‘The EU Service Regulation, a Commentary” (Edward Elgar, 2023); co-

author of Civil Procedure in Greece, 3rd edition, IEL (Kluwer law international, 2023). Various publications

on topics related to European & International PIL, Arbitration and Dispute resolution, EU law and Civil

Procedure. Contact point, European Judicial Network in civil matters; Member of the UIHJ Expert Panel.

European Judicial Training Network and Hellenic School of Magistrates Instructor; Trainer of Judges,

lawyers, and MoJ staff in East & Southeastern Europe, Africa, Middle East, Central & Southeastern Asia.

Panelist at the Czech Arbitration Court [.eu ADR]. Editor for PIL, European & International Civil Procedure in

the following law reviews: European Legal Forum; Thessaloniki Bar Review “Armenopoulos”; Civil Procedure

Law Review (GR); Commercial Law Survey (GR). Editor in chief in: Lex & Forum – a law review on conflict of

laws (GR). Co-editor, conflictoflaws.net and eapil.org/blog; founding, Board and Steering Committee Member

of the European Association of Private International Law. Member of EU expert groups. CoE expert: Legal aid

and legal representation (2020-2021). 

The Faculty [1/6]

Apostolos Anthimos

apostolos.anthimos@gmail.com

Davide Castagno is a Research Fellow at the University of Turin, Department of Law, where he teaches

courses in Procedural Law and International Litigation. Author of several contributions on civil procedure in

national and international journals, he has also published a monograph on the inadmissibility in the Italian

Supreme court proceedings. He has been Visiting Scholar at the University of Aix-Marseille, Visiting PhD

student at the University of Nice and Tallinn University of Technology, as well as Scientific Guest at the Max

Planck Institute for Procedural Law of Luxembourg. He is a member of the Associazione Italiana tra gli

Studiosi del Processo Civile and the International Association of Procedural Law.

Davide Castagno

d.castagno@unito.it

Giovanni Chiapponi

giovanni.chiapponi@gmail.com

Giovanni Chiapponi is Doctor in Law at the Universities of Luxembourg and Bologna. His area of expertise

deals with EU procedural law and private international law. Giovanni obtained his PhD under the joint

supervision of Professor Burkhard Hess and Professor Paolo Biavati. His thesis explores possible legal

solutions to remove the obstacles to the free circulation of judgments in the civil justice area that arise from

the diverging national rules on procedural time limits.
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The Faculty [2/6]

Elena D'Alessandro

elena.dalessandro@unito.it
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Elena D’Alessandro is Full Professor of Civil Procedure at the University of Turin, Italy. Before joining the

University of Turin, she received a Humboldt Fellowship for conducting academic research in Germany. In

fall semester 2019, she was co- director of the Center for Transnational Legal Studies in London. Her

scholarship mainly focuses on European civil procedure.

Marco Farina

marcofarina.lex@gmail.com

Marco Farina is Adjunct Professor (Professore a contratto) of Civil procedure at the Law faculty of University

of Rome La Sapienza and of L.U.I.S.S. Guido Carli of Rome. He also teaches International Arbitration at the

European University of Rome. He holds a PhD degree in Civil Procedure from the Sapienza University of

Rome. He regularly lectures and speaks at academic and professional conferences. He is author of one book

and around 60 papers covering different areas of civil procedure (both domestic and transnational) and

insolvency law. He is a practicing lawyer since 2003 and is entitled to practice before the Supreme Court

(Corte di Cassazione). His areas of practice are litigation in commercial and corporate matters (both before

national courts and arbitrators), insolvency related matters and corporate and banking contractual

transactions. He is a member of the European Association of Private International Law and of the

Associazione Italiana fra gli Studiosi del Processo Civile (AISPC). He coaches teams of University of Bologna

for the Vis Moot competition and the Pax Moot Competition. 

Francesca Ferrari

francesca.ferrari@uninsubria.it

Francesca Ferrari is Associate Professor of Civil Procedural Law at Università degli Studi dell’Insubria, Como-

Varese. She has been visiting professor at the Harvard Law School and at the University of Maastricht. She is

author of four books and of various publications on civil procedure, evidence, comparative civil procedure

and intellectual property, both in Italian and in English. She had been designated by the Italian Foreign

Affairs Ministry as the Italian expert in intellectual property and consumer protection at the Italian

Permanent Representation at the EU and thus she is working in the European Council. She is also a lawyer at

the Milan Bar specialized in intellectual property and media law.
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Pietro Franzina

pietro.franzina@unicatt.it

Pietro Franzina holds the Chair of Private International Law at the Catholic University of the Sacred Heart in

Milan. He is among the founding members of the European Association of Private International Law (EAPIL)

and currently sits in the board of the Association. His publications deal, inter alia, with international

contracts and torts, family matters and the law of persons.

Paola Giacalone

paola.giacalone@vub.be

Paola Giacalone is a PhD researcher at the Vrije Universiteit Brussels and at the University of Naples Federico

II. She is also a member to the DIKE research group (Digitalization and Access to justice). She researches

mainly on evaluating the use and efficacy of private international law, as well as online (alternative) dispute

resolution models to promote access to justice. She has been involved in several EU projects including

EFFORTS, SCAN II and CREA II. She post graduated at the school of Legal Profession at the University

Guglielmo Marconi (Rome) and LL.B from Naples University of FedericoII. She is also a legal practitioner as a

member of the Italian Bar.

Valeria Giugliano

valeria.giugliano@mbg.legal

Valeria Giugliano holds a PhD in Civil Procedure from Università degli Studi di Milano (Italy) and is a

practicing lawyer in the field of intellectual property. She pursued her research on the recognition and

enforcement of judgements under the Brussels Ibis system with two Post-Doc Fellowships at University of

Milan and Fondazione Fratelli Confalonieri, and was also a visiting fellow at the University of Heidelberg.

She is a lecturer in civil procedure law at the University of Roma Tre, in private international law at the State

University of Milan and in industrial law at the University of Bergamo and she is the author of a number of

publications on European civil procedure law and intellectual property litigation. She is a member of AIPPI

(International Association for the Protection of Intellectual Property) and of Camera degli Avvocati

Internazionalisti.



The Faculty [4/6]
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Albert Henke

albert.henke@unimi.it

Albert Henke is Associate Professor of Civil Procedure at Università degli Studi di Milano (Italy). His main

areas of scientific interests are domestic, European, international and comparative civil procedure,

international commercial and investment arbitration, private international law and legal advocacy, in

respect of which he has authored more than 50 publications, in Italian and in English. He has won two EU-

funded three-year long Jean Monnet Module projects in the field of European civil procedure and is the

founder and scientific coordinator of Centre of Research on Domestic, European and Transnational Dispute

Settlement. He has been among national reporters for Italy for an EU Evaluation Study commissioned by the

European Commission and coordinated by the Max Planck Institute, Luxembourg on the topic: “Impact of

National Procedural Laws and Practices on the free circulation of judgements and on the equivalence and

effectiveness of the procedural protection of consumers under EU law”. He is member of several editorial

board and specialization courses’ teaching committees.

Anastasia Kalantzi

nastazpap@gmail.com

Anastasia Kalantzi holds a PhD in Civil Procedure from the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki and is

currently a postdoctoral researcher on the execution of conservatory and provisional measures. She holds an

LLM from the London School of Economics and Political Science, as well as the Aristotle University of

Thessaloniki and the International Hellenic University. During her PhD studies, she conducted research in

Luxemburg (MPI), as well as the US (US Business Law Academy at Columbia University, New York) and she

taught seminars in civil procedure at the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki. She is the author of two

monographs, as well as a number of contributions, academic articles and case comments, on topics related to

civil procedure, private international law, arbitration and dispute resolution, both in Greek and English. She

is a member of the European Association of Private International Law and a practicing lawyer in Greece.

Michele Angelo Lupoi

micheleangelo.lupoi@unibo.it

Michele Angelo Lupoi is Full Professor at the Department of Legal Studies of the University of Bologna and

Lawyer of the Bologna Bar Association. He teaches Civil procedural law and European judicial cooperation

and Civil commercial litigation. He has written extensively in matters of transnational litigation, cross-

border jurisdiction, procedural family law, and other areas of civil procedure. He is an editor of the

International journal of civil procedure and of the Rivista trimestrale di diritto e procedura civile and is a

member of the Associazione italiana tra gli studiosi del processo civile, the International association of

procedural law, and the European Association of Private International Law. 
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Ilaria Pretelli

ilaria.pretelli@isdc-dfjp.unil.ch

Ilaria Petrelli is a Scientific Associate at the Swiss Institute of Comparative Law in Lausanne and Advisor at

the European Law Institute in Vienna. A former lawyer at the Pesaro Bar, she was Director of the Centre for

European Legal Studies in charge of organising the Séminaire de droit comparé et européen at the University

of Urbino together with the French Centre of the same name. A member of the Comité français de droit

international privé, co-Editor of the Yearbook of Private International Law, collaborator of the Revue critique

de droit international privé and member of the editorial board of the Cuadernos de derecho transnacional.

She has taught private international law and comparative law in France and Switzerland and, public

international law and European Union law in Italy, also as Visiting Professor (Paris, Tel Aviv and Bergamo).

She has directed, on behalf of the Swiss Federal Office of Justice, two comparative law reports on,

respectively, the transcriptibility in Switzerland of foreign marriages and partnerships and the equivalence

of foreign succession certificates. She took part in the work on the reform of several relevant european

regulations and conventions.

Olga Słomińska

olga.slominska@etu.univ-cotedazur.fr 

Olga Słomińska is a PhD candidate at Université Côte d'Azur in Nice, in the Research Group in Law,

Economics and Management. She has been awarded two master degrees from Polish and French business

law, by the Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań and Université de Poitiers respectively. Her academic

focus includes European and international commercial law, and comparative studies of European legislation.

She recently participated in a research project at the Chinese University of Hong Kong concerning the

impact of global infrastructural projects on the development standards in international commercial law. In

the past she also received scholarships from the Université Paris-Saclay and Jagiellonian University in

Cracow. She is currently the editor of Adam Mickiewicz University Law Review, a peer-refereed journal. 

Maja Stanivuković

maja@stanivukovic.rs

Maja Stanivuković is Full Professor of Private International Law and International Arbitration at the Novi

Sad University Faculty of Law, as well as Vice-President of the Belgrade Arbitration Center. She holds a

Magister of Law Degree and a Ph.D. degree from the University of Novi Sad, an LL.M. from the Cornell

University and Diplôme d’Université de troisième cycle de droit nucléaire international from Université de

Montpellier. She has an extensive background as an arbitrator. She is a member of the International Council

for Commercial Arbitration and the Serbian Arbitration Association. She has taught a special course at the

Hague Academy of International Law and her monograph on this subject is set to be published soon in the

Hague Academy Recueil de Cours.
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Marco Torsello

marco.torsello@univr.it

Marco Torsello is Full Professor of Comparative Private Law and European Private Law at the University of

Verona, as well as Hauser Global Professor of Law at the NYU School of Law. He is name partner at ArbLit

and leads the department of litigation. He was Visiting Professor in numerous univerisities in the USA,

Germany, France and Italy. He was also a Guest Researcher at the Max-Planck-Institut in Hamburg and a

Visiting Scholar at Columbia Law School. He served as the Italian Delegate at UNCITRAL Working Group on

International Contract Practices. His teaching activity covers several subjects, including Comparative Private

Law, International Contracts, European and International Business Transactions. He is the author of several

books and articles in English and Italian dealing with such topics.

Anna Wysocka-Bar

anna.wysocka@uj.edu.pl 

Anna Wysocka-Bar is an Assistant Professor at the Center of Private International Law at the Law Faculty of

the Jagiellonian University. She is the coordinator of the Jean Monnet Module on Transport Law in the EU.

She co-authored the monograph on Private International Law in Poland. She is an ordinary member of the

European Association of Private International Law and one of the editors of its blog. She also collaborates

with EU Law Live platform. She has given guest lectures in the EU in many different institutions in Italy,

Germany, the Netherlands and also Egypt, Jordan, China. She was a Visiting Professor at Università degli

Studi di Parma. She has served as a national reporter for EU Studies on recognition of parenthood and

operation of Brussels I bis Regulation. She is a licensed attorney at law and a licensed tax advisor with years

of experience in tax and legal consulting.



Alberto Malatesta is Professor of International Law at the University Cattaneo of Castellanza, Italy. He has

been acting as Secretary General of the Italian Branch of the International Law Association since 2013. He is

a member of the Milan Bar and his practice focuses on international litigation and international commercial

arbitration. He regularly serves as independent arbitrator under the major institutional arbitration rules

(UNCITRAL, ICC, CAM etc.) He served as Italian delegate at the Hague Conference of Private International

Law (2005-2007). He held several courses and conferences on private international law and arbitration law at

various law schools and institutions through Europe and South America.
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Letizia Ceccarelli

letizia.ceccarelli@squirepb.com

Letizia Ceccarelli is an associate based between the Geneva and Milan offices of Squire Patton Boggs. Her

practice involves investor-state arbitrations under the arbitration rules of ICSID and UNCITRAL and

commercial arbitrations in a wide range of sectors, including oil and gas, construction and infrastructure,

aerospace and telecommunications.

Alberto Malatesta

Chair

amalatesta@liuc.it

Members of the Roundtable [1/2]

Edith Nordmann

enordmann@acginter.com

Edith N. Nordmann is Managing Partner and Attorney at Law at ACG International and chairperson of the

Netherland India Chamber of Commerce and Trade (NICCT). She is an experienced corporate and

commercial litigator, has an expert qualification in employment law, is an international ADR-certified

mediator and specialised in cross-border business transactions. As Managing Partner of ACG International,

Edith can combine all these skills and expertise for the benefit of her international clients. As a public

speaker she has shared her knowledge on various international conferences. Her professional journey is

further enriched by her contributions to international task forces and notable speaking engagements at

global platforms such as the B20/G20 and the World Economic Forum in Davos. Aside from her professional

career, Edith engages in many charitable and social organisations using her professional expertise, not only

helping others but also empowering them in their endeavours. She is sharing her knowledge and

empowering the young generations of professionals by way of mentoring and giving guest-lectures at

various universities.



Edoardo Piermattei is a Ph.D. Candidate in Legal Studies at the University of Bologna, specializing in Civil

Procedural Law, Insolvency Law, and Private International Law. In his doctoral dissertation, he studies the

role of International Commercial Courts in the Middle East Litigation Market as a new era of international

economic law and adjudication. His research focuses on questions such as the cross-border Insolvency

Regulation, the banking macroprudential oversight of the EU financial system, and the prevention and

mitigation of systemic risk. Before joining the University of Bologna, Edoardo worked as a legal intern at the

Bank of Italy in the "Financial Banking Arbitrator Division” (Bologna) and then, in the "Regulation and

Macroprudential Analysis Division” (Rome).
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Edoardo Piermattei

edoardo.piermattei3@unibo.it

Members of the Roundtable [2/2]

Andrea Spada Jimenez is Professor of Procedural Law, Criminal and Civil Proceedings at the University of

Malaga (Spain). She holds an international PhD in Law cum laude and has been awarded the prize for the

best doctoral thesis. She is the author of several publications, most notably her book "Climate Justice and

Procedural Efficiency". She has coordinated other works on the current procedural system, as well as

authoring journal articles. She is a lead researcher on a project on Sustainable Development Goals and is also

a member of several research projects. She is an editor member in certain research journals and she also has

carried out international research stays for several months in other prestigious Universities at Italy, Spain

and United States.

Andrea Spada Jimenez

andrea.spada.j@uma.es

Salvatore Domenico Zannino

s.zannino@lexxint.com

From 1994 up to 2018, Salvatore Domenico Zannino collaborated as an Honorary Fellow with the chair of

European Union Law and International Law at the Catholic University of Milan “Sacro Cuore” where he held

a series of lectures and seminars on a rolling annual basis, in particular in the EU competition law field.

Graduated in law from the same university with a thesis curried at the Columbia University of New York, he

studied at LSE of London, King's College, and Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin. He regularly publishes

scientific contributions on international trade and European integration in legal reviews and national

newspapers. Lawyer in Milan and funding partner of “Lexxint”, he is current deputy-president of the Italian

International Lawyers ass. ("Camera Internazionale").



8,30 - 9,00

Opening of the Summer School

9,15 - 10,00

Michele Angelo Lupoi

Recasting the recast: which way forward for

the Brussels I bis Regulation?

10,15 - 11,00

Michele Angelo Lupoi 

In or out? The defendant's domicile and the

Brussels I bis system

11,15 - 13,00

Anna Wysocka-Bar

Carriage of Goods by Road – Interaction

between uniform law and EU private

international law

Break 

15,15 - 17,00

Maja Stanivuković

The appointment of arbitrators in

international arbitration based on case

studies
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Monday 15 July

9,15 - 11,00

Marco Farina

Commercial debts collection in the EU

11,15 - 12,00 

Marco Torsello

The law applicable to the merits in

arbitration

12,15 - 13,00 

Marco Torsello

The seat of the arbitration in international

arbitration

Break

15,15 - 16,00

Marco Torsello

The recognition and enforcement of foreign

arbitral awards

16,15 - 17,30

Olga Słomińska 

Is arbitration the best legal solution for

disputes in cross-border M&A transactions?

Tuesday 16 July
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9,15 - 12,00

Round table: The role of the new

International Commercial Courts in

cross-border litigation

Alberto Malatesta 

Chair

Edith Nordmann

Translating Justice: The Role of the

Netherlands Commercial Court in

International Disputes and the Impact of

Diligent Legal Translation on Global

Understanding

Salvatore Domenico Zannino

International Commercial Courts : is Italy

really on the move?

Andrea Spada Jimenez

Particularities of the Commercial Courts in

Spain

Letizia Ceccarelli

Arbitral institutions and international

commercial courts: competitors or partners?

Edoardo Piermattei

Agreement to Resolve Disputes in Special

Economic Zones: Lesson from Asia

12,15 - 13,00

Apostolos Anthimos

Sports arbitration and the 1958 New York

Convention 

Break

14,45 - 15,30

Anastasia Kalantzi

The unification of procedural law in the EU:

res judicata

15,45 - 17,30

Apostolos Anthimos

.eu ADR domain dispute resolution

9,15 - 10,00

Ilaria Pretelli

Recognition of judicial decisions: a

comparison between the EU system, the

Lugano convention and some bilateral

conventions

10,15 - 11,00

Ilaria Pretelli

Interim and provisional remedies in

European and conventional private

international law 

11,15 - 12,00

Olga Słomińska

Is arbitration the best legal solution for

disputes in cross-border M&A transactions?

A case study

12,15-13,00

Anastasia Kalantzi

The unification of procedural law in the EU:

res judicata. A case study

Break

14,30 - 15,15

Pietro Franzina

Suing corporations over failures to meet

human rights due diligence requirements:

does jurisdiction matter? 

15,30 - 16,15

Pietro Franzina

Fighting fake news in court: some key issues

in cross-border cases

16,30 - 17,15

Paola Giacalone

EU small claims proceedings: yesterday,

today and tomorrow

Wednesday 17 July Thursday 18 July
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9,15 - 10,00

Giovanni Chiapponi

Workshop: Jurisdiction, recognition and

enforcement of decisions in case of a choice

of court agreeement concluded under a

special convention in breach of the Brussels I

bis regulation

10,15 - 11,00

Davide Castagno

Strategic Lawsuits Against Public

Participation (SLAPPs) and Forum Shopping

in the Digital and Social Media Era. 

A comparison between the US and the EU

11,15 - 13,00

Albert Henke

Collective redress in competition law

disputes

Break  

16,00 - 17,45

Elena D’Alessandro

Cross-Border Claims to Nazi-Looted Art: 

A Legal Case Study

9,15 - 10,00

Davide Castagno

Strategic Lawsuits Against Public

Participation (SLAPPs) and Forum

Shopping in the Digital and Social

Media Era. A comparison between the

US and the EU: a case study 

10,15 - 12,00

Francesca Ferrari

Cross-border patent litigation: the first year

of the European Patent Court

12,15 - 13,00

Valeria Giugliano

When Private International Law meets

Intellectual Property Law

13,00 - 13,15

Closing of the Summer School

Friday 19 July Saturday 20 July



The Organising Committee

Michele Angelo Lupoi

Director

Member of the Scientific Direction

micheleangelo.lupoi@unibo.it

Marco Farina

Vice-Director

Member of the Scientific Direction

marcofarina.lex@gmail.com

Francesca Albi

Scientific Coordinator

Member of the Scientific Direction

francesca.albi@unibo.it

Francesca Albi is Research Collaborator at the Catholic University of the Sacred Heart (Milan) and Trainee

Lawyer of the Milan Bar Association. She graduated summa cum laude in Law at the University of Verona,

with a dissertation in private international law.  She carried out numerous international experiences, among

which a legal internship at the Hague Conference on Private International Law - Permanent Bureau and

research assistance at the National University of Ireland Maynooth. She is also an alumna scholarship-

winner of the Hague Academy of International Law and took part, both as student and team coach, in

relevant international moot court competitions. She matured experience in summer schools in Italy and

abroad. She was Tutor in the 2023 edition of the Unibo | Ravenna Summer School on transnational litigation

and then became Scientific Coordinator. 

Michele Sacco

Tutor

michele.sacco5@unibo.it

Michele Sacco is a fifth year law student at the Bocconi University of Milan. He is writing his final

dissertation in commercial and company law. He engaged in several international and extra-curricular

activities. For instance, he attended a term during high school at the Takapuna Grammar School in Auckland

(New Zealand) and he has been a member of the Bocconi team for the 2023 – 2024 Philip C. Jessup

International Law Moot Court Competition. He also carried out a one-year long internship at the Bocconi

Legal Clinic in San Siro, Milan. He attended the Unibo | Ravenna Summer School on transnational litigation

in 2023, and then became the Tutor of the 2024 edition.
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